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Elizabeth Remley
I’m originally from Paducah, Kentucky, where I began
my education as an artist and moved to Nashville to
earn a BFA in Illustration at Watkins College of Art.
I’m passionate about creating unique illustrative designs.
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Traveling Tokyo
Art Licensing Pattern Sets
Tokyo inspired collection

1
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Tour of London
Art Licensing Pattern Sets
London inspired collection
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Taxi to NYC
Art Licensing Pattern Sets
New York City inspired collection
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Package Design
JJ Brewing Co.
Beer bottles inspired by classic children’s stories that feature a wolf.
Including The Three Little Pigs, Little Red Riding Hood, and
The Boy Who Cried Wolf
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Artist Quote’s
Portrait Series
Portrait series of famous artists
and their famous quotes
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Explore
Travel Magazine
Travel magazine design and photography
Photography by Elizabeth Remley
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Nursery Rhymes
Origins of Nursery Rhymes

Illustration series for a publication about the origin of classic nursery
rhymes, including Three Blind Mice, and Ring Around the Rosie.
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Internal Struggle
Illustrated Chapbook
A book of poems investigating struggles with anxiety
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Daisy Made
Accessories Store Logo
Hand makes clothing accessories. The primary logo
pairs hand-lettering and a friendly san serif with a bold,
descriptive symbol.
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The Star Hotel
Hotel Logo
The Star Hotel is a business that is inspired by the
zodiac star signs. A bold san serif paired with a star
shaped discriptive symbol
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Sue’s Vegan Bakery
Small Town Bakery Logo
Sue’s Vegan Bakery is a shop that sells delicate sweets to
homemade bread. The logo pairs a fun hand lettering
with a san serif
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Trufﬂes
Restaurant Logo
Truﬄes is a “farm-to-table” restaurant that provides
all fresh healthy homemade food. The logo is a handlettered font with illustrative imagery.
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Original Clothing Line
Clothing Line Branding
Be Unique Be Yourself is a clothing company created by
me, for short it can simply be called “B.” The meaning
behind B is to promote wearing clothing that is unique
and to be your true individual self. Each design was
personally created and designed, making the company
unique and diﬀerent. The primary logo is a san serif
paired with the B imagery logo.
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